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"Inspiring, informative and calming.
Just love this podcast! Eagerly await
each new episode. It’s been a
lifeline during long days at home
with little ones"

RECENT EPISODES INCLUDE....
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This issue has been one that I’ve been
really looking forward to sharing with you
all - however, since trying to pull the issue
together, we have been going through a
really tough time as a family. I had orignally
hoped to share this at the beginning of
March and just wanted to thank everyone for
being so understanding when I had to push
the release date. I’ve wanted nothing more
than to get this edition finished and shared
with you, but it was also really important that
I took some time to spend with my family to
process the difficult time we’ve all had and to
try to build my own resillience.
For those of you who follow me on Instagram,
you’ll know that my lovely mum had been
battling cancer again since March last
year. Sadly, she lost her fight with this on
Wednesday 4th March. She passed away
peacefully with my dad, my sister and me by
her side. To say the last few weeks have been
tough would be an understatement but I
know that we just have to keep putting one
foot in front of the other.
When I started this magazine, one of the
things I really wanted it to represent was
honesty and authenticity - I wanted to
showcase local businesses, inspirational
people and also have articles and features
around parenthood - not the glossy side
you often see, but the real life, chocolatesmeared chaos of parenthood. If I look back
over the last year of my own parenthood
journey - it’s not always been easy and in fact

there have been some really tough times
- tongue tie, weaning, sleep deprivation
(for us, not little man!) and now navigating
pregnancy, running around after a toddler
amidst the coronavirus pandemic - but
I’d always have my mum to call no matter
how tough it got. She’d never give me
the ‘there there’ approach either - often,
she’d pretty much tell me that that was
parenthood and it is tough, but each
challenge is just a phase and you will get
through it. In these new crazy times that
we are currently experiencing - lockdown,
coronavirus, supermarket-stockpiling battles
- I know that she would be encouraging me
to always stay strong and be kind. We are all
in this together and there is no doubt, for
everyone, the world will be a very different
place when we come through the other side.
This edition is accidentally focused on ‘real
life’ - so many fabulous people have been
involved and the thing they’ve all had in
common is they are honest and authentic
with a story to tell - whether that’s their own
story they want to share, or a service they
offer that can support you in some way they are all uniquiely special in their own
way. I’d also like to say a huge thank you to
every one of the contributors as I’d kept the
release of this issue relatively loose due to the
circumstances we’ve been in, and everyone
has not only been really understanding they’ve been incredibly supportive sending
me such lovely messages.
The kindness of strangers is something that I
have experienced such a lot over the last few
weeks and it’s made me think about how we
conduct ourselves a bit more. You never know
what battles or challenges people are facing,
so in a world where you can be anything, be
kind.
This issue is dedicated to my beautiful,
incredibly brave, inspirational mum, Joanne
Scott. I hope you enjoy it.

Natasha
@thesurreymumma

The Real Life Issue
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Motherhood is incredible. It's also incredibly challenging,
especially with the high pressured, fast paced world we
live in today. The Motherkind Podcast hosted by
Motherkind founder and coach Zoe Blaskey, is on a
mission to bring you some of the best wellbeing
teachers in the world to help you find your calm, happy
place in the madness of modern mum life.

PREGNANCY & BIRTH

will never be the same again – in a good way. I have 6 children you when you feel exhausted, after no
myself – and would like to consider myself as having been a sleep as you have been cluster feeding
good mother - despite having always been at work.”
all night - or someone to welcome you
within a group setting so that you feel
In April last year, Sally decided to reduce her hours at the that you belong and are ‘part of things’
hospital so that she could have the time to concentrate upon – despite not having had time to put
her idea – to start up a bespoke antenatal company with her your best face on or change your milk
daughter Laura, a paediatric nurse, as well as pregnancy yoga stained sweater.
and baby massage teacher, whereby they would run antenatal
classes and perhaps offer relaxation for women and their Their plan expanded and gradually
partners within this locality.
evolved into what they are currently
offering. They are not your usual
However, following a fair bit of research, their concept started antenatal/postnatal service: they offer
to expand. They became focussed upon the novel notion a membership to an academy, taught
of providing an ‘all inclusive’ ‘midwifery led’ and enjoyable by midwives (with over 100 total
package for pregnant women and their partners, to attend. years clinical midwifery experience),
Their idea being that, as they have experienced lots, they a paediatric nurse and several other
know what ‘things’ really work and are most effective BUT are professionals, including a dietitian,
sadly missing from the system today.
nutritionist, personal trainers and their
Their belief is that it is often the simplest things that make the own resident photographer. They have
difference. Things like having someone you trust being nice to also chosen some super venues too, to
make their clients feel relaxed, content
and nurtured.

SALLY UNDERWOOD & LAURA DAYKIN

The Underwood Baby Academy offer midwife-led antenatal and post-natal
support. Their ethos is to support you, your baby and your family throughout your
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pregnancy and early parenthood.
We met up with Sally Underwood, the founder talks to us about her passion for the whole
of the Underwood Baby Academy, and her pregnancy experience.
daughter Laura Daykin to find out more about
what the Underwood Baby Academy is all about. “I have lost count of the number of babies
I have bought into this world but know how
Sally has been a midwife for many years and amazing every birth is and how important it is
currently works as a midwifery matron at St to get things off to a good start.
Thomas’ hospital in London. Sally explains
how she absolutely loves being a midwife and “Childbirth is so amazing – HONESTLY – you

They have chosen the best classes,
a brilliant programme providing
you with information not only about
labour and birthing but beyond that.
Continuous support, first aid, weaning,
baby massage and yoga, bedtime
routines and toddler behaviours even
photoshoots along the way to capture
the important milestones.
As many of the teachers in the academy
are NHS workers, they know the biggest
complaint from patients is not enough
support, or not enough time, rushed
appointments. This is not a failure in
the staff member, in fact it’s due to
shortages, budget cuts, increasing
workload – the whole system and a
distinct lack of continuity of care.
The UB Academy is not to replace
the care provided by the NHS but to
supplement it. For example, they will be
having weekly feeding drop-in sessions,
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THE UNDERWOOD BABY
ACADEMY

They feel there is so much choice out
there if you are pregnant or a new
parent - various classes, groups and
companies - but what is special about
the UB Academy is not only are they
are midwife led - but when you join the
academy, you do not need to research
your next class, or where to go and
what to do with your maternity leave.
Their offer includes all of these things
under one brand.

as well as a daily telephone advice line. This support
is invaluable as a new parent - although you often
don’t realise this until you’re in the thick of it and
then trying to find the support can feel impossible.

midwife led support post-natally, mindfulness and
nutrition, as well as a baby massage course, 2
different baby yoga courses, weaning workshops,
baby first aid, weekly post-natal fitness class you
take your baby to, further photoshoots, positive
They have various packages of care for you to parenting courses and so much more!
access, as and when you want to, upon joining.
As well as the full membership, they also offer a
The most comprehensive package is BUMP range of packages to suit different needs including
and BEYOND – which starts during pregnancy the KG Hypnobirthing as a stand-alone course,
and lasts until your little baby reaches 9 months. a Bump package which incorporates everything
This package includes Laura’s pregnancy yoga, pre-natal, and then the Baby+ package which
a pregnancy photo shoot with Rebecca in her incorporates all of their post-natal services.
studio and of course the trusted KG Hypnobirthing
antenatal training course – which midwives Sally A unique part of the UB Academy, and a service
and Julie really believe in. Sally is aware that many they are most proud to offer is a daily ‘midwife
are still sceptical about the idea of hypnobirthing support’ telephone advice line and weekly post(particularly the partners in many cases) but she natal feeding and support drop in sessions.
promises that the sessions will leave you feeling
inspired and with a whole toolkit of useful tools Their ethos is to support couples through this
to help you through pregnancy and childbirth. experience but more importantly - they want to
KGH offers a comprehensive antenatal education empower women to make informed decisions about
programme, which is logical, and simple to follow such an important stage in their lives, as well as
but so profound. Your lives with change so much, being part of a nurturing network. Supporting one
as you learn about the wonders of childbirth and another in the journey surrounding motherhood is
master the different techniques. There is a 2 week key.
course for birth partners too which is extremely
useful. This full membership also includes the Afterall… it takes a village to raise a child.

UBA PACKAGES

All packages include:
• Midwife-led advice and support

BUMP Package (from 4 months pregnancy)
• Midwife-run support phone line
• 4 week KGHypnobirthing antenatal training
course
• Pregnancy yoga classes
• Fourth Trimester antenatal class
• Socials
• 2 week Antenatal course for partners
• Pregnancy photoshoot with free photo

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5 week budding baby yoga course (suitable
from 20 weeks)
Growing up photoshoot with free photo
(once baby is sitting)
Paediatric First Aid Course
Partners personal trainer session
Weaning Workshop
Nutrition and Mindfulness workshop
Graduation photoshoot with free photo (just
before we say goodbye)

BABY+ Package (Best Value)
Everything in the BUMP and BABY+ packages
in one fantastic value package

BABY+ Package
• New baby photoshoot with free photo
• Breastfeeding & Feeding support sessions
For more detail on UBA packages or for more
• Postnatal Exercise Class -Babies & Barbells information: www.ubacademy.co.uk
• 6 week Positive Parenting course
Instagram: @ubacademy
• 6 week Baby massage course
• 5 week baby yoga for beginners course
(suitable from 8 to 20 weeks)

@ANNEKACONNELL

@ANNEKACONNELL

PARENTHOOD

avoid rushing in to see them. A lot of babies make
funny noises when going to sleep. Some babies
(mine included) make a low cry when they are going
off to sleep. If you go in, you will disrupt the amazing
efforts they are making to sleep independently.

uncomfortable for some babies to sleep on their
backs. Lots of tummy time can speed the process
along.
If you follow me on social media, you will know that
I talk a lot about consistency. It is key to helping
your baby sleep. Once you have formulated a
plan, stick to it for at least 5-7 days, even if you
don’t think it is working. Babies find it hard when
their routines change and if you aren’t consistent,
they can find it unsettling and confusing.

4. Favourite lovey
A soft, special item such as a blanket, teddy etc
can help your baby self-settle. If they can cuddle
up to something that smells of you or of home, they
can turn over and resettle with this instead of you.
I recommend keeping it in your baby’s cot so the
sleep association remains strong.
Remember that these tips are the start of this
process. They are gentle ways to encourage self
5. Tummy time
soothing and can be used together or you could
Once your baby has mastered rolling over, they start with one or two ideas that you like.
will be able to roll and settle themselves into a
comfortable position. Until then, it can be really You’ve got this mumma!!

RETURNING TO WORK? 5 TIPS FOR
A SUCCESSFUL MORNING!

CARA TREADWELL

Cara is a Certified Sleepy Lambs Sleep Consultant based in Hampshire. For more
information on her and the 1:1 support she offers click here.
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Once your baby hits the 4-5 month mark, you
leave behind the newborn fog and hit a new
phase….the baby phase! You may have read
or done some research into how you can get
your baby to start “sleeping through the night”, I
know I used to Google that phrase every other
day!
There is no ‘quick fix’ to getting your little one
sleeping through the night but, there are lots
of things you can do to make a start! My tips
below are all gentle, effective and really good
for encouraging self soothing.

somewhere else (on mum for example) and
placed in a cot. It would be like us falling
asleep on the sofa and waking up in the night
on the lawn.
2. Lose the feed/sleep association
Your baby will continue to have a feed at night
for the next 6 months potentially. Remove the
bottle or breast before your baby falls asleep
or switch your bedtime routine up so that
the feed isn’t the last thing. If your baby falls
asleep whilst having a feed, they will associate
this with sleep. In the night they will wake and
expect a feed to help them get back to sleep.

1. Put your baby down awake
Aim to put your baby down awake at least once 3. Listen to your baby’s cry
a day. One of the biggest reasons babies wake If your baby is fussing, whining, babbling,
in the night is because they’ve fallen asleep grunting, squawking or any other such noise,

I try and eat the same breakfast as the children, if
I fancy a smoothie instead I try and make this the
night before or use pre chopped frozen fruits and
blend them in the morning with some milk and
greek yoghurt. A smoothie is pretty quick to make
and can be had on the go! I relax knowing that I
have made my breakfast to sip in the car (I have
Returning to work can be a really exciting time for gained 10 mins doing this!).
mums, but it can feel really overwhelming trying to
get yourself back into a timed routine.
You have been in charge of your mornings for the
last 9 months and now you’ve got to get the whole
house working in harmony so you can get to work
on time!
How can you make life easier in the mornings?
My 5 tips for success!
1. Shower the night before
I know, I know, most people like a shower in the
mornings, so do I! But I have to prioritise. For me,
breakfast and putting my makeup on outweigh the
shower, so I do this the night before.
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HOW TO GET MORE SLEEP

2. Keep breakfast simple
I don’t over complicate breakfast on the weekdays,
the kids eat Weetabix or porridge with fruit and
a little honey on top. I also buy croissants in
individual packets which they can have warm or
cold, this saves time on the toasting bread and
arguing about how much jam they are allowed!
You can always bring these for the car journey if
things have all got a bit too much!

10% DISCOUNT ON:
MID-WEEK FACIALS & MASSAGES AND BSPA
DAY, SPA LIFE, DIVINE SPA DAY, TWILIGHT SPA &
SCHOOL RUN SPA DAYS (MID WEEK ONLY)

Relaxing
Sunday
lunches in

BOOK ONLINE HERE AND USE THE CODE
‘NATASHA10’
OFFER VALID UNTIL 30TH JUNE 2020

1907
restaurant bar&grill

3. Don’t rush the kids
Rushing the kids and running around like a
madwoman, generally has the opposite effect
in my house. Give them time and allow for
procrastination. If they think you want them to
put their clothes on quickly they will do the total
opposite! The calmer you are, the quicker they
will do what you ask.

With any new change, it takes time and you will
find your way. Don’t forget to talk to your children
and explain what you expect from them in the
morning. They may not realise how important it
is to you that the family is ready to leave on time,
even your smallest children can understand a
little of the conversation. Make them part of it to
ensure a smooth operation!

4. Plan outfits the night before
You don’t need to lay your outfit out but just have
an idea of what you’ll wear in your head. This
way, you will spend less time running around
trying to find the right thing to wear.

For more information or to arrange a consultation
with Cara, you can find her on Instagram
@carasleepylambs

Spa days &
treatments in

It is a good idea to put the children’s uniform or
clothes out and ensure any bag they take to the
nursery or school is ready to go!
5. Use a timer!
You need your children to come together at the
last minute, like a roast dinner, this is always the
hardest part of the entire operation and you can
be let down by the timings! Use the timer in the
last 5 to 10 minutes when you are trying to get
everyone out of the house.
Show them the timer the day before you start
and explain that once the beeper goes off, they
need to have their shoes on and be standing by
the door.
Kids love the challenge and they like having a
physical reminder, it really works! Be excited and
happy for them if they manage it!

Cocktail
masterclasses
now available
1907
restaurant bar&grill

www.brooklandshotelsurrey.com

PARENTHOOD

BRAVER THAN BEFORE
BETHAN DAVIES | BEHAVIOURAL COACH

Bethan co-founded The Bravest Path, a courage consultancy specialising in
working with women who want to be braver, and those experiencing imposter
syndrome. She helps her clients be more audacious, self compassionate and
let go of behaviours that hold them back. For more info about their workshops
and coaching please see www.thebravestpath.com

Returning after work after any period of leave is hard,
and maternity leave is truly another level. Having had
the experience of motherhood and coaching clients

THE LUNA HIVE
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SOPHIE & JO

The Luna Hive offers women access to
trusted information, support and treatments
by verified experts, whether that is through
the extensive blogs library, an online course
or a 1-2-1 appointment.

Sophie and Jo co-founded the Luna Hive and
make it their mission to understand what each
expert offers, so they can refer women to the
best possible expert for what they need.

Why the Luna Hive?
Well, ‘Luna’ is the feminine counterpart to the
sun, and perfectly captures the wonderful
cycles that the journey through womanhood
holds. The Hive is all about empowered
women, coming together to support and
empower other women.

Join their Facebook group The Mother Hive
which offers support and tips from their experts:
www.facebook.com/groups/themotherhive

For more information:
We are focused on providing support to Instagram: @thelunahive
women at any stage of their life, whether that Email: hello@thelunahive.com
is fertility, pregnancy, becoming a new mum
or going through the menopause.
Search for an expert: www.thelunahive.com

We’re delighted to share articles from two of
their experts on the next few pages.

with similar experiences, I know somewhat of the
challenges that can be faced - exhaustion, low
confidence, guilt, lack of certainty, feeling ecstatic
about having a moment to yourself and in the
same second missing your babies so much its
visceral.
What helped me were two distinct strategies that
build emotional resilience, enabling me to do the
best at work and at home. I’m a recovering people
pleaser and a big part of easing the transition
back to work has been to think about whose
opinion really matters to me. Its exhausting to try
and keep everyone happy, and impossible! Draw
a 1 inch by 1 inch square the size of a postage
stamp and write the specific names of people
that opinions matter to you in there. You can’t
cheat by writing family, friends, the world etc!
Typically you’ll have about 4-5 names of people
that you really trust, who support you and give
you constructive challenge, these are the people
whose opinions matter. Spending time and energy
focusing on trying to control others opinions is
useless as we can’t control what others think of
us, only how we show up. It’s helped me notice
when I’m procrastinating or spending too long on
something because of someone’s opinion that
ultimately isn’t the most important to me, and
enabled me to take more smart risks.
Thinking about and asking for what I need has
also helped - an act of vulnerability and also
courage. Asking for spaces to pump, working
hours and separating no from making it mean
something about me personally, as opposed to
a rational reason. I started asking for more and
surprisingly most of the time I got it. It’s been
useful for me to think about what’s the worst that
could happen and also the best? Hearing no
wouldn’t feel great, but will then give me info so
I can make a decision when I know facts rather
than assumptions.
My confidence grew when I focused on these two
elements - letting go of what others think, and
asking for what I need. They’ve been fundamental
in going back to work even braver than before.
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It’s 6am, I’ve had four and a half hours of broken sleep,
and I’m on a train to work, laden down with all my
pumping equipment. My second baby is 2 months old
and I can’t believe I’m back seeing clients, expressing
in toilets between sessions, managing to be present
and do good work in the moments that matter, and
peering through the fog dropping exhaustedly when
I’m not “on”. I’m surviving on a mix of adrenaline
mixed with hypervigilance that shuts me down with
an astounding force whenever I stop. My confidence
battered and bruised along with my body, constantly
surprised that I am managing to exist on so little shut
eye and wondering how I am still going.

Sandrine is the founder of Savoir Fayre Women’s

prevent you from reaching out for
sugary snacks. My favourite option is
a Bircher muesli prepared the night
before in a few minutes. You can then
take it with you and enjoy it peacefully
in the office.

Nutrition where she practises as a Registered

Here is the recipe.

Nutritional Therapist and a Certified Mind,

Recipe: Bircher Muesli –
• 1 sweet apple, unpeeled (if
organic), quartered, core removed
• 90g rolled oats		
• 125ml apple juice
• 130g natural yoghurt, plus extra to
serve
• Large pinch ground cinnamon
• 25g flaked almonds
• 30g walnuts
• 2 tablespoons pumpkin seeds +
berries to serve

SANDRINE OLMI, N.T.DIP CNM | SAVOIR FAYRE WOMEN’S NUTRITION

Body, Eating Coach. Her special interest is
supporting busy mums who are lacking energy
due to digestive or hormonal issues. She lives
in Worcester Park with her husband and her
daughter. You can download Sandrine’s free
guide “I just had a baby, what should I eat” from
her website.
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Are you getting ready to go back to work
after having your little one? There is so
much to think about, right? As a working
mum, I totally get it. Food is usually way
down the “to do list” when actually it is
essential to keep your energy levels up
throughout the day. Food is your body’s
fuel just like a car couldn’t function without
petrol. Lack of sleep, multitasking and
lack of “me time” all contribute towards
tiredness. So here are 5 tips to help you
feel strong and happy.
1.
A little planning really pays off
Sadly, the food we find when we are out
and about is not always the most nutritious.
Having food at home you can take with
you is your best bet. I always make sure I
have a nice selection of fruit and nuts in the
house as they are easy to carry. I also like
to prepare a selection of crudités and some
hummus or other dip at the weekend which
last several days in the fridge. Finally, I am
a big fan of leftovers for lunch. No thinking
required the next day.
2.
Breakfast on the go
Your morning routine is likely to be hectic.
Grabbing something on the go for breakfast
is common. It is worth remembering that
having a healthy breakfast will provide
you with energy until lunchtime and will

Directions:
Coarsely grate the apple. Mix the
grated apple, rolled oats, apple juice,
½ of pot of yoghurt and cinnamon
in a bowl until well combined. Cover
and place in the fridge for 1 hour
or overnight. Combine the flaked
almonds, walnuts and pumpkins in a
small bowl. Stir half the nut mixture
through the muesli with 1/2 pot of
yoghurt, Top with the remaining nut
mixture and the berries to serve.
3.
Lunch like a Queen
The winning formula for sustained energy at lunchtime
and throughout the afternoon is a combination of
protein + healthy fat + wholegrains + plenty of colourful
vegetables
If you are buying your lunch on the high street, you can
boost the nutrition by adding some protein (quinoa or
lentil) and healthy fats (avocado, fish or nuts). I love
those pouches of ready-cooked grains and pulses. If
you like sandwiches or wraps, you can add a soup or
a salad for added nutrition.
4.
Clever snacking
On the way home, the tiredness kicks in and you
may want to grab something sweet. Here are 5 of
my favourite snacks which will keep you going until
dinner time.
• 1 or 2 homemade energy balls or 1 Nak’d bar
• 1 apple or pear and 1 almond or peanut butter
squeeze pack
• A portion of hummus with 2 oat cakes or crudités
and a piece of fruit
• A natural yogurt with 1 tablespoon of nuts and
some berries

•

A protein pot from a high street store including
egg, spinach and smoked salmon or similar

5.
Hydration
Dehydration is one of the most common causes
of tiredness. It is so easy to forget to drink when
we are juggling so much throughout the day. My
tip would be to get a pretty portable water bottle
and to drink water before each meal. I like to start
the day with a cup of warm water. Then later on,
herbal teas make water a little more interesting.
Fruit teas can be drunk hot or cold so if you
happen to forget it (like I do), you can still drink it.

For more information or for a free 20 minute
chat, you can contact Sandrine on:
Website: www.savoirfayre.co.uk
Instagram: @savoirfayre uk
Facebook: savoirfayre
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NUTRITION AT WORK

PARENTHOOD

LABOUR OF LOVE
ANNA WHITEHOUSE, MOTHER PUKKA

Anna Whitehouse, journalist, presenter, columnist, mother
of two, wife and absolute powerhouse, asks what happens
between ‘I Do’ and ‘Til Death Do Us Part’ in her new book
Where’s My Happy Ending?

MOTHER PUKKA

I’m sat next to Matt at my best
friend’s wedding and the bride’s
sister Kate comes over and sits
next to us. She’s a surgeon, looks
like Natalie Portman and drunkenly
asks if we know anyone with a big
penis. My friend Abby suggests
her friend Steven. I clumsily ask
why Steven isn’t married and Kate
jokingly slurs: “You judgemental
crow in your average sexless
marriage, asking why someone is
single. Brilliant people are single. I
am single.”
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She is right, even if being equally
judgemental. I apologise and
then ask how Abby knows about
Steven’s penis. (It was a loose
friends-with-benefits
agreement
in the late 90s.) Kate assures us
she’s happy with sloppy seconds
and stumbles away leaving me to
question if my marriage is average.
And if I am a crow.
Matt and I have been married
for ten years. We’ve trodden a
fairly well-worn path of marriage,
mortgage and babies. But then
a gaping chasm of five decades
opens up where the next big life
moment is ‘Til Death Do Us Part’.
After that wedding we questioned
why it was meant to be the best day
of our lives. What happens after? Is
it just a slow and steady descent to
The End? I felt like I married Matt

through miscarriage, redundancy
and postnatal depression – not on
a day of frippery and tulle.
I needed some answers. So I went
to visit the UK’s oldest fisherman
Derrick West, 90, who has been
married to his wife June for 76
years.
It’s 6.25am and the sun is slowly
pooling over Whitstable Harbour
and the air is briny and warm.
Derrick is keen to meet me before
his shift starts at 7am; a shift he’s
worked since 1938. He’s never
lived outside of Whitstable and
owns West Whelks, a fishery on
the harbour front that specializes in
crustaceans. He has a tattoo of a
ship on one arm, a faded seagull
on the other and his face is set to
weathered smile.
How did Derrick and June reach
platinum status? How did he get to
celebrate seven decades with one
person? How’s he still smiling?
“I think we need to stop putting
pressure on one person to be The
One,” he says. “I get very cross with
these young boys who go out there
alone fishing. You have to think
in case you go overboard, who is
going to help you out?”
He reaches over to me and I’m a
little taken aback but it’s equally

The Real Life Issue
All photos courtesy of Mother Pukka unless otherwise stated
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Marriage is texting
the other “to buy milk
on the way home”
until one of you dies.

I question if June is his maiden in shining
armour. “She isn’t” he says quietly. “I won’t
always be here. She might not be. But
this place I have [he gesticulates towards
the harbour], these people I see every
day on the sea front. My son Graham.
My next-door neighbour. Happiness is all
around us and to pin it to one person,
well, that’s never going to end well. I love
June but she’s not the only one who can
save me. Stop with all this ‘one and only’
and ‘together forever’ stuff in Valentine’s
cards and be together today. But don’t
take the rest for granted.”
I wonder if the pressure I’ve put on Matt
has in some ways broken us. I wonder

if I’ve expected him to be this hunk of
rock that can mend me and fix things
when he’s needed to break and be fixed,
too. I love him. But I cannot take him for
granted. We cannot take each other for
granted. We cannot live in this fantasy
world of ‘love conquers all’ because as
Matt’s Mum (who divorced twenty years
ago) has experienced, it sometimes
doesn’t. Taking that enormous pressure
off has, I’ve found, been a solution.
It feels like the world puts happiness at
the centre of aspiration: it’s the golden
carrot we’re meant to chase like donkeys
along Brighton Beach. Get the grades!
Bag the promotion! Marry the person!
Have the kids! Buy the house! Enjoy the
life! Then what?
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kind and anchoring. I wonder when I last
reached out to a stranger.

There is shame in unhappiness. Google
‘happy couple’ and images of two
people sitting against a sunset drinking
a margarita come up. But we’re never
shown the beauty of a wife holding her
wife’s hand through a failed IVF attempt.
We’re shown the Olympian bodies of
Love Islanders, but we’re never party to
the moments of fear or depression once
the cameras stop – and those left holding
hands and wiping tears.
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Anna Whitehouse, MotherPukka, and
Matt Farquahrson, PapaPukka, are coauthors of Sunday Times Bestseller
Where’s My Happy Ending? It’s
published through PanMacmillan Imprint
Bluebird Books For Life and is available
on Amazon

Emma The Made up Mom

*Mindfulness practitioner
*1-1 sessions
*Home visits
*Mental health advocate
*Self care support
*Wellbeing courses for mums
www.emmathemadeupmom.com

Courses include
*Mindfulness and relaxation techniques
*Aromatherapy facial and self care tips for busy
mamas
*Postnatal fitness
*Parenting support with Nursery nurse/health visitor
(trained in ages 0-19)
*Life admin session
*Information guide. mental health signposting,
journal and local services directory.
*Small, friendly and non judgemental groups.
Morning sessions for mums and babies aged 0-8months
Evening sessions for mums of Toddlers to teenagers
10/10 Customer feedback surevy for improvement in overall wellbeing- 2019
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There’s beauty in brokenness. Matt and
I have been so focused on celebrating
sunshine moments that I think we haven’t
properly appreciated the day-to-day
clouds. It’s a labour of love, of course,
but the key is not to expect it to be a walk
in the park - or down the aisle.

@themadeupmom

DEAR NEW MUMS...

JENNA RUTHERFORD, THE MINIMALIST DOULA

Jenna is The Minimalist Doula, an experienced birth and postnatal doula and yoga
teacher living and working in Surrey. Her new online postnatal course, Earthside is
being released in March 2020 and can be found on her website
www.theminimalistdoula.com

ANNA MATHUR
@ANNAMATHUR

Mind over Mother is a warm and accessible
guide to understanding and addressing anxiety
in motherhood, for every mother - based on
grounded techniques that have been widely
tried and tested, but most importantly, have
changed the life of the author herself (a mum and
psychotherapist)

PRE ORDER ON AMAZON

“Anna’s insight as a psychotherapist and mother
make her someone you feel you can trust”
Giovanna Fletcher

Dear new Mums, it’s going to be ok...
That moment you become a Mum for the first time
is heart altering, as you hold your very own baby
in your arms for that first snuggle. However you
come to that moment, you’ve changed and nothing
will ever be the same again.
You’re a mother now... wow is often quickly followed
by now what?!
Being a new Mum is a lot like being a caterpillar...
bare with me. When caterpillars transform into
butterflies they build a coccoon around themselves
and actually melt, I know right?? I had no idea
either and learnt this beautiful story from my
doula trainer, Maddie McMahon (author of Why
Mothering Matters). And within the caterpillar soup
that’s left there are tiny discs called imaginal discs
which hold the cell information for the body parts of
a butterfly. Mother Nature IS incredible. And then
when they’re ready these cells use the soup to
feed and grow into the butterfly and emerge into
the world.
This analogy so beautifully supports new
motherhood. For a while, yes, you’re going to be

caterpillar soup. And that’s perfectly ok.
BIG, big changes are happening and for a
little while, it’s going to feel like you don’t
know yourself and can’t quite find a handle
on anything. BUT when you are ready,
when you’ve been mumming a little while,
you’ve gone easy on yourself while you find
your way and figure things out, you get to
emerge as your new beautiful Mum butterfly.
Which usually means you’ve made it out
the house, maybe washed your hair and
can make it to Starbucks for a coffee.
The thing not to do though is look to the other
butterflies who are around you. They’ve
also been soup, they’re just in a different
place now. And if you do look to them, look
at them with a smile on your face, know it
gets a little bit more familiar every day as
you wear your new mother self one day at
a time.
And be soup for as long as you need to,
there’s no rush.
Doula love
Jenna xx
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POST NATAL SUPPORT

A MOTHER’S
SPACE
SAM REYNOLDS

Sam is a Post-Natal Doula, yoga-bunny and
mother of one. She offers specialist support
particularly for ladies going through cancer
either pre- or post-partum.
MummaBabySpace focuses on creating a
sanctuary for post-natal healing in Surrey,
Sussex and Hampshire.

You can find more information on Sam’s
website or on her instagram pages:
@mummababyspace
@samspaces_safespaceaftercancer
THE REAL LIFE ISSUE
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Sam is so passionate about providing support
to new mothers, particuarly those who have
or have had cancer as she experienced firsthand the challenges and the anxiety of being a
new mother and the lack of support available.

POST NATAL SUPPORT

THE IMPORTANCE
OF POST-NATAL
SUPPORT
As she sinks down into the soft cloud of
plump pillows, feeling it support her while
moulding around her, like a giant hug, the
car seat rocks steadily at her feet and baby,
thank the stars, sleeps! There, on the coffee
table, is a steaming cup of tea, next to it, a
warm homemade scone with butter melting
steadily over the sides and cascading into
puddles on the plate. Her shoulders drop.
Her heart rate slows and she listens to the
gentle rhythm of woman’s voices as they
simultaneously soothe themselves and their
babies, empathising with the challenging
events they somehow survived to get here
this morning. This is time for her. A space for
a mother.
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A popular saying in doula circles is that you
can not pour from an empty cup. As the
transition to motherhood progresses, there
is the gradual realisation that the fatigue
and exhaustion can manifest in varied ways,
having a knock on effect on several areas of
life. The hormonal changes are a challenge
in themselves, but in addition the fatigue,
the frustration, the emotional impact of being
responsible for keeping another human entity,
simply alive, is over whelming and quite frankly
terrifying, and if you have older children, the
juggle can feel relentless.
The rituals and practices that are still used in
countries like India and South America and the
‘lying in’ stage of supporting a woman as she
rests from childbirth, are now seen as a self
indulgence, a luxury. For a pregnant woman
to plan beyond the birth, let alone design her
own postpartum sanctuary plan, is daunting,
but if she has access to a network offering
sound knowledge, tools and confidence to
discover how to navigate this complex time
after childbirth herself, a mother and her baby
can flourish.
According to the charity 4children, 3 in 10
mothers are diagnosed with PND and fifty
eight percent of these will not seek medical

attention. There is a vortex between working
women wilfully maintaining the independence
and control they have strived so hard for
and the biological ticking clock and natural
inclination to pursue their maternal instincts.
It is a new landscape and one requiring a non
judgmental community of support. For first
time mothers, the main goal is to physically
birth their baby. For others who have prior
experience, the efforts and expectations
may be familiar but no more predictable.
The common denominator for any mother is
the permission to recover and be cared for.
After any physical work the human body
needs rest. The official definition of the word
labour is; ‘work, especially physical work’.
Like any living thing, it needs to heal and
recover in a suitable environment, revelling
in comfort and nourishment.
The postpartum period is usually considered
to be six weeks post child birth but in many
countries this ‘golden month’ can be anything
from twenty to sixty days. It is a time where
a woman can honour the unique process
they have experienced. However, compared
to some cultures, the idea of a mother in
law, or even one’s own mother, living in and
caring for a new mother, might be enough
to cause a hot sweat! Families are smaller
now and living further apart so there is not
always a central family nucleus, that has
been a foundation in years gone by.
I have one daughter. I had always wanted
more but I was diagnosed with breast
cancer seven years before I miraculously
fell pregnant. I then experienced two further
diagnoses while she was very small. At
this point, I recognised the importance of
postnatal care for every woman, poorly or
not. My sister had birthing doulas for all
three of her children. After being her birthing
partner for her third, I saw the benefits of
that neutral presence, always putting the
mother first, taking on an amalgamation of
grandmother, best friend and favourite aunt!
I appreciated the comfort, the reassurance,
the nurturing and nourishing and that with
a little planning, a mother could create a
calm and memorable postnatal period that
was integral to her transition from woman to
mother, however many children she had.

I am constantly amazed at the incredible women I
am fortunate enough to work with as a post natal
doula. The doula community is flourishing in the
Surrey area but though birthing doulas are a more
recognised service, post natal doulas are not. As
women are given more choices, including support
for mental health as well as emotional pressures,
through having that one to one care, once or even
five times a week, the more challenging aspects
of daily motherhood can feel more manageable.
The Mother Space group was set up as an
extension of the post natal support available in the
Surrey and Hampshire areas. After identifying a
need for more groups across towns and counties,
under this umbrella, myself and another local birth
worker, set up the Guildford group.
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This is a space for women with babies six months
and under, to come and relax. We are fortunate
to host in a stunning converted barn and while
the babies lie on blankets on the heated floor,
mummy can sit, relax and enjoy a hot cup of tea
and homemade cake - there is always cake!
It is a monthly opportunity for reflection,

Whether it be one to one or group support, the
growing awareness of accessible and crucial
postnatal care is signalling an evolving attitude
towards the early stages of motherhood. For
a woman to pro actively take time to recover,
focusing on herself and her baby is the ultimate
in self care.

conversation, sharing and listening, with time to
tap into those temporarily lost creative juices, each
session built around a specific theme relevant to
motherhood and childbirth.
This group is a communal sanctuary of calm and
restoration, topping up the proverbial jugs (!)
reminding mum she is not alone, nor is she the
only one who feels like she might be loosing the
plot!

@THEMOTHERSPACE

INSTAGRAMMERS

to follow

#01

#02

// @THEMRSPROJECT

// @A.MOTHERS.BABY.STEPS // @HUSTLEANDFOX

created

Feel

Good

Motherhood to not just be a blog,
but to create a community to “spill

the tea” on the wider story of
motherhood and beyond.

In her own words “They say it

Baby

Steps®

was

As women and mothers, Gayle and

venture following the birth of her

many doors as possible. The world

founded by Kerrie as a business

daughter. Since then, she has also
recently welcomed her baby boy in
February this year.

takes a village, well here it is!

Kerrie’s ambition was to create

adventures to discussing mental

mothers. Her first product - New

From

parenting,

lifestyle

and

health, self care and wellbeing,
Feelgoodmotherhood.co.uk

is

your go to place for an unfiltered,
honest look into motherhood from a

community ready to lift you up one
blog post at a time.”
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A Mother’s

Find out more:

www.feelgoodmotherhood.co.uk

a small business to support new

Cat are committed to opening as
of business, and the opportunities it
holds, often feel closed off to many.

They believe that everyone has
the right to access the business
knowledge and networks that hold
so much potential for success.

Mother Milestone Cards to mark and

At Hustle & Fox, they offer a

mummy in their first year. Her aim

individuals, brands and businesses

celebrate special moments for the
was to help mums feel empowered,
special,

recognised

and

heard,

as well as prompting them to take
some well deserved self-care.
Find out more:

range of services designed to help

unlock their potential and support
them on their way to real success.
Find out more:

www.hustleandfox.com

www.amothersbabysteps.com
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Mirlah

#03

PREGNANCY & BIRTH

THE GOLDEN
HOUR
EMMA RANDALL-MILNE
OF NAMA MAMA

Emma talks to us about the importance of creating space
for connection with your newborn.
The precious hours after birth are like no other, there is
a quiet acknowledgment between those present that
something truly magical has just happened.
It’s important to have an understanding of the needs of both
mother & baby after birth, so that there is space created for
connection without pressure to rush.
Within my antenatal classes I describe the golden hour as
an extension of the birth itself. The transition for mother
and baby at this time is so sensitive, and should be treated
with great care.
Allowing these moments to unfold slowly, eyes finding
one another, fingers exploring the delicate skin as yet
untouched, the mother finding her voice as she reassures
her baby with soft tones which until now, have not quite left
her breath.

The moment baby is born the birthing woman will be
dripping with oxytocin, her body releases the highest
dose of this beautiful hormone in the minutes after giving
birth and levels reach their peak around 30 minutes after.
Oxytocin is known as the hormone of love, and it’s there to
help us build a loving connection with our baby, and also
to establish breastfeeding, birth the placenta and prevent
postpartum haemorrhaging. Oxytocin is naturally secreted
when we feel warm, safe, secure, loved, & when we feel
a tender touch, so we can understand why skin to skin
contact and a calm birth environment are so important to
help this beautiful hormone reach its peak.
Another key hormone which is important to be mindful of
at this time is prolactin. Our bodies secrete this natural
chemical to stimulate our milk production reflex. It’s often
referred to as the mothering hormone since it also helps to
support a mother’s maternal instincts & help her transition
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There is a hormonal surge during labour & birth, but also
in the hours after, both for mother and for baby too. If not
handled gently, this can feel quite unsettling and, at worst,
have real implications for the mental health of the mother &
the development of baby.

Skin to skin contact is a simple, yet beautiful way
that you can help your body to secrete these
amazing hormones. Eye contact, touch, warmth
& even the microbiome of your skin will help to
stimulate and regulate your baby’s heartbeat, and
will acclimatise their body temperature, which is
now experiencing sensations of warm & cool for
the very first time. Laying your baby bare skinned
upon your chest under a warm blanket, will help
them to feel safe & secure and actually makes
a direct connection with the automatic nervous
system of your baby, creating connections for
emotional pathways and generating the building
blocks for their body’s own self-regulation. Close
contact with you helps them to find their internal
balance points to regulate their own heart rate,
blood pressure & glucose levels. It’s amazing that
by sharing skin contact with your baby you actively

with affection and empathy to their baby’s needs.
Bonding is heightened and confidence gained for
their own parenting instincts.

Whilst your baby is held within your womb, all
of their needs are communicated to you via the
umbilical cord & placenta, and this continues
after birth until you either birth the placenta or
clamp the umbilical cord. Your bodies carrying
on speaking & responding to each other, you
remain as their source of oxygen & nutrients
whilst the cord pulsates and they transition
to life outside of the womb. By waiting to
clamp the umbilical cord until it has stopped
pulsating, you help your baby to receive their
placental blood, which greatly benefits their
blood volume, birth weight & iron levels, and
by not rushing to clamp and cut the cord, you
also create a natural breathing space within the
immediate time after birth, where both mother
and baby benefit emotionally & physically by
experiencing a gentle transition.

So, talk together about your hopes for these first
few hours. Make sure your birth partner knows
what feels important to you, so that they are able
to tell the midwife team who will be caring for
you on your birthing day. If they understand the
benefits of the golden hour, they will be in a much
better place to help make this happen.

Your birth partner can be a huge support
during this time to help create the space for
the golden hour, and they can enjoy some
skin to skin time with baby too. Whilst you
take that first, soothing, warm shower, your
baby can continue to experience the benefits
of close skin contact with them, and your birth
partner gets a wonderful hit of oxytocin too! In
males who experience skin to skin contact with
their newborn, testosterone levels have been
shown to decrease, whilst oxytocin increases.
Effectively, Dad is being re-wired to respond

WHAT IF I HAVE A CAESAREAN BIRTH?
If you are planning a caesarean birth, you can
certainly talk through your intentions with your care
provider to make a plan for those moments after
birth which includes your preferences as much
as possible. Lower lighting at birth and music are
usually able to be accommodated, and remember
that if you are unable to enjoy immediate skin to
skin contact with your baby, that your birth partner
certainly can, holding baby near to you until such
time your are comfortable.

•

•
•

•
•

WHAT IF MY BABY NEEDS SPECIAL CARE
AFTER BIRTH?
Firstly, do not worry that your baby will lose out
by not receiving immediate skin contact with you.
The benefits of skin to skin can be explored at
any time, and on-going through your parenting
journey. Comfort holding and “kangaroo care
“are quite widely supported in neo-natal centres.
When your baby is ready, you will be able to give
them the experience of your loving touch with
a gentle cradle hold and supported skin to skin
contact. www.bliss.org is a fantastic resource for
more information should you need it.
HOW CAN YOU MAKE THE GOLDEN HOUR
HAPPEN FOR YOU?
• Explore your intentions for the first few hours
after your birth - how would you like those

moments to feel? What would help you to make
those feelings a reality?
Write your wishes into your birth preferences, set
a reference point for your care team & discuss
with them beforehand so that they know what is
important to you after your birth.
Include your birth partner. If they understand the
benefits for all of you, they will be in a much better
place to help make this happen.
Keep your birth bubble going - don’t switch on all the
lights and call everyone into the room the moment
baby is earthside! You can ask that checks and
measurements be delayed for at least a few hours
when you are both settled.
Understand the benefits of optimal cord clamping,
by waiting for the cord to stop pulsating, you will
naturally slow down the time after baby is born.
Skin to skin for the win! The simple act of holding
your baby in close contact will help them to feel safe
& secure and ignite your mothering instincts, setting
a foundation of connection for your relationship
together.

The golden hour is a beautiful way to begin the new
phase of life with your baby in a gentle, calm and
connected way.

If you would like to explore your intentions
for your own birth & postpartum, Nama
Mama offers a holistic approach to birth
support to help you connect to your natural
birth instincts, to labour with confidence,
and above all, to enjoy the journey.
Website:

www.namamama.uk

Instagram: @namamama.uk
Email:

emma@namamama.uk
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gently into motherhood. Prolactin is produced
by our baby too, it coats their lungs & stimulates
their system to breathe independently for the first
time. Prolactin secretion is boosted when the
birthing woman does not experience stress, so
again, keeping her & her environment as calm
and undisturbed as possible will actively help to
establish breastfeeding and ensure the mother &
baby bond is nurtured from the start.

help them to manage the stress responses
within their brain, and this carries with them
through life.

EMMA MARTIN

Emma talks to us about the struggles of juggling mum-life and work-life and why
we need to give ourselves a break. She also shares her meditation practice with us
and encourages us to try to find some time for headspace in our busy daily lives.
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Returning to work, or not returning to work after
maternity leave is a very personal decision. Often
you will receive ‘well-meaning advice’ from those
who have been there, with the unintentional
sprinkle of judgement when it comes to discussing
your options. We need to remember that we don’t
live in a time where all the men of the house are
sole earners, and the women are stay at home
mums, its tough in our generation to know what
to say or do, when everyone’s circumstances
are so very different to each other’s. There are
huge financial responsibilities that often require
mothers to work, there are single parent families,
carers, career chasers, health implications and
many more reasons why its important to consider
what’s right for YOUR family.

“I was still trying to be
superwoman and eventually had
to give in to the fact that I needed
to take a break”

back where I worked when I was 17 years
old and it felt like I was starting my maternity
leave all over again. I loved spending time
with my son, and could empathise with so
many mothers having to work when all they
wanted to do was be at home with their child.
Likewise, I could also relate to being a mum
who wanted a career, but because of my
I returned to work full time when my son was 12 circumstances, that had to take a back seat.
weeks old, would I do that now? NO. But at the
time, I worked for an American company where I faced judgement around every decision I
this was seen as very normal, and I had the made, and that’s when I realised I had to stop
added bonus of full pay throughout mat leave. comparing my circumstances to others, and
My husband was working nights and I envisioned stop listening to opinions that didn’t matter. I
my son being in a perfect routine and sleeping began practising mindfulness and developed
through by the time I went back... How naive I a newfound sense of gratitude in all areas of
was. I ended up being awake all night, then my life. It had such a positive impact on me,
fuelling myself on coffee and 2 hours sleep to that I trained as a practitioner and started to
travel all over the South and do my job to the best find my purpose in helping other mums work
of my ability. I put unrealistic pressure on myself, on their wellbeing and self care! I ended up
but clung on to my role with dear life because my using my lived in experience to study, and
job was something I knew how to do, Motherhood later work in the mental health sector and felt
was not. To cut a long story short, I struggled like I had finally found my purpose. However
with severe postnatal depression , anxiety and many hours I’ve worked across my roles since
birth trauma that eventually got diagnosed at 12 becoming a mum, I will always experience
months post partum. I requested a reduction in Mum guilt, but knowing that I’m confident
hours, and tried my best to juggle a toddler and in my decision, that I’m building a future for
a fast-paced job. Whilst I made great progress in my little boy, and that our time together is
my recovery, I was still trying to be superwoman precious, I know I’ve made the right choice.
and eventually had to give in to the fact that I
needed to take a career break. At first I felt very If you’re feeling overwhelmed, and aren’t sure
ashamed , like I had let everyone down, but then how to decide what to do, take a few minutes
with acceptance came relief, enjoyment and listening to your thoughts. Write down a list of
happiness. I took a part time , low pressured job, pros and cons. Work out your finances, your

Remember that whether its 5 minutes, 5
weeks, 5 months or 5 years... Its ok to take
a break!
For more information, you can contact
Emma at:
Website:

emmathemadeupmom.com

Instagram:

@themadeupmom

Facebook:

EmmaTheMadeUpMom

A MEDITATION FOR SELF-CONFIDENCE
THE MADE UP MOM

Before you begin your mindful
meditation, ensure that you are able
to dedicate these few minutes of your
time without distractions. Meditation
works best when you are free from
technology, the TV is switched off, and
you are in a comfy room or outdoors
space that enables you to relax.
Remember not to put any pressure on
your experience, but to simply ‘be’ in
the moment.
Begin with taking 5 big, deep cleansing
breaths. Inhaling through the nose,
counting slowly up to 4, and exhaling
through the mouth for as long as feels
comfortable. Really focus on the rising
and falling of your chest with each
breath, closing your eyes if you can,
and becoming more in tune with your
body.
Become aware that your body and

mind are already starting to feel more
relaxed, and as you fall deeper into your
relaxation, you will notice each muscle
in your body releasing tension with
every exhale.Bring the attention of your
thoughts to each area of the body as
you take a breath in and out, moving
your thoughts downwards. Begin with
unclenching the jaw, dropping the
shoulders, allowing your back or legs to
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PARENTHOOD

JUGGLING MUM
LIFE & WORK LIFE

childcare options, your emotional needs
and come to a decision that is right for you
and your family. These days I still juggle it
all, but I have my coping mechanisms, my
mindfulness techniques, my reminders to
rest, and our time to play together and that
works for me!
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sink into the surface beneath you, feeling your mouth curls into a smile.
your feet become almost weightless.
Return your thoughts to how you
Know that any unwanted thoughts or are supporting your body, that you
distractions that come into the mind are proud of yourself for dedicating
can be acknowledged, and then pushed this time to your wellbeing. Notice
away with each exhale.
how your limbs feel weightless, and
In your mind, take your thoughts to a your mind and body are content
place of happiness, perhaps in nature, or and relaxed.
a favourite space in your home, observe
your surroundings, the colours and Feel yourself connect to the
textures that you can see.
surface beneath you, taking in a
As you are looking around, you start to big inhale , breathing in all of that
feel proud of your presence in this space. positive energy, and on your exhale,
With each inhale you are breathing in breathing out any last thoughts of
confidence, a sense of victory and self inadequacy or worry.
belief. In this place you are content, free,
empowered.
Observe once again the rising and
falling of your chest, and become
Imagine now a bubble around you in this aware of any sounds around you as
safe place, observe its shape and colour, you reconnect back into the present
watch as its surface reflects the light, moment.
acknowledge its protective presence
around you. Any worries or self doubt that Once it feels safe and comfortable
tries to come into the mind are reflected for you to do so, gently open your
back off it’s surface, and with each exhale eyes, and bring yourself back into
are blown further and further away the here and now.
from your mind. Watch these unwanted
thoughts float away with each breath.
Well done, and know that you can
return to this place of confidence
Within this bubble you are surrounded within your thoughts whenever you
with positive energy, courage, strength need to.
and self worth. With each inhale, feel
yourself breathing in these qualities,
absorbing them, noticing them travel
through each part of your body, filling
you up with confidence.
Each exhale releases any negativity as it
leaves your bubble. Notice any warmth
or tingling of the skin, the slow, calm rate
of your breath and the comfort that this
brings you.
Tell yourself ‘ I AM ENOUGH’ and watch
the words dance around your mind, as
you begin to believe your statement, and

Positive Wellbeing
Z I N E F OR M U M S

MOTHERHOOD | WELLBEING | SELF CARE
The Positive Wellbeing Zine for Mums is a quarterly print publication of
all things motherhood, self care and wellbeing. It is more than ‘just a magazine’, it
offers inspiration, information, positivity and relaxation for mums, helping to
empower, support, inspire and uplift mums on their journey.

“The Zine is just the perfect little book of positivity, inspiration, real advice
and love. It fits in my handbag and I haven’t stopped picking it up and
dipping in for a little read (and a re-read) when I’m sat waiting for school
or ballet class to finish.”

ORDER
NOW FOR

£5

VIA THE WEBSITE

IsabellaandUs

isabella_and_us

isabellaandus.com

FERTILITY, PREGNANCY & LOSS

Somehow, we managed to scrape to 23 weeks in
hospital which meant we were transferred to St
Peter’s Hospital in Chertsey as they had a specialist
Neonatal intensive care.
We were certainly not out of the woods yet but we
felt that each day was a bonus, again the bleeding
and waters saga raged on. Each day the consultant
would come in and with a very grave look on her
face tell us the situation was serious. Leo didn’t have
enough water to be healthy inside my womb but he
was too small to bring out, it was risky whatever the
decision.

A LEGACY OF LOVE
LAUREN FROST - THE HONEST MUM
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My name is Lauren Frost, I am 29 years old fast approaching 30 and I live in West Sussex.
I’ve just returned to work from maternity leave in a career in assistive technology, which
supports people with disabilities and allows them to access the world around them
using technology. My husband James and I have always wanted kids and we’re lucky
to have a rainbow baby called Teddy and he has a big brother called Leo that looks
over him.
James and I had been trying for a baby for about
4 years when we realised things weren’t right, we
went through various procedures and operations
which took us up to 6 years of trying before we had
IVF. We were extremely lucky that our first round
of IVF was successful, we had a grade A embryo
that was “better than textbook” we were thrilled. We
didn’t tell anyone except close friends and family
until we had our 20 week scan and were told all
was well. We did a baby announcement and gender
reveal shortly after. We were thrilled to find out we
were having a boy!

first time and told to rest. I went back again and
was told I was 4cm dilated and in active labour.
We were told to prepare to say goodbye to our
precious boy and we decided to call him Leo with
the middle name James, just like his Daddy.
The next morning I was sent for an emergency
cervical stitch which was risky as I was so far
dilated, I had to be kept awake in case my waters
were ruptured and I’d have to deliver in theatre.

I was put on strict bedrest, leaking my waters and
told daily that I would have to say goodbye as
either infection markers were creeping up or my
2 days after the announcement I was taken to bleeding was becoming worse.
hospital with bleeding, having been sent home the

He was born at 2.42am on 5th
February, trying to breathe and just
the most perfect little thing I’d ever
seen in my life. Initially Leo was doing
well, after 24 hours they decided he
needed some additional breathing
support which he was given, and we
were allowed to hold him on day 3.
It was just the best feeling, we were
so happy and got so many photos
of our first cuddle. Shortly after that
Leo took a turn for the worst and he
became very poorly very quickly. We
aren’t religious people at all but turned
to anything and everything that might
help. We held Leo’s hand and read
him all the books that the department
had, we had him blessed with all our
friends and family around us.
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Random Acts of
Kindness for Leo
#RAK4LEO

At 24 weeks and 4 days, after thinking I had trapped
wind for 48 hours, we realised I was in active labour.
I was 7cms dilated with my stitch still in so a frantic
rush to delivery suite and NICU team
called to discuss the birth with us.
I was told due to Leo just being so
small, I wouldn’t have the option for
additional help such as forceps as they
were too big, this meant there was a
chance he could get stuck so I had
to just push as hard as I could to get
him out. As Leo was just at viability it
was touch and go whether they would
try to give Leo life saving treatment or
provide comfort care. We were told
if he was breathing for himself they
would do all that they could but if he
wasn’t then they would just make him
comfortable while we said goodbye.

On the 13th February James and I had
gone to lay down in the parents room
when we were collected by a nurse,
she asked us to come back to Leo’s
side, we knew it wasn’t good.
The consultant said to us there was

nothing more they could do to help him, he was so
poorly. They were fighting fires all over the place,
when they fixed one thing it caused another problem.
His little body was so tired from fighting and so we
made the heart breaking decision to remove his life
support.
Surrounded by friends and family we read him the
book ‘Goodnight Bear’ while he peacefully slipped
away surrounded by pure love.
We were heartbroken, lost and angry at the world,
why us? We fought so hard for this baby, 6 years we
waited, through IVF and then we didn’t get to keep
him…..it wasn’t fair!.
Shortly after I fell pregnant naturally with our rainbow

baby Teddy, a stressful very high risk bed rest
pregnancy brought us so much love and help to
heal our broken heavy hearts.
We always knew we had to do something special
for Leo, so in 2019 on what would have been his
first birthday we did little acts of kindness, took
items to the police station, fire station, ambulance
crew and midwives. This year we wanted to make
it even bigger.
With the help of the Instagram platform, I started
telling my story, not only of the challenges of
parenting but the challenges of loss and of how
common loss was.
This is how #RAK4LEO was born, we decided
that to ask everyone we spoke to if they could do
one nice thing for someone else, it would make a
huge difference to how people felt.
So to celebrate Leo’s 2nd birthday on 5th February
we started RAK4LEO, we really wanted to open
up the conversation around child loss and to let
people know it’s ok to talk about.
If you’re someone who has lost a child you’ll know
only too well the shock and horror on someone’s
face when you tell them that you’ve lost a baby.
I’ve been met with
“I’m so sorry I always say stupid things”
“I should never have said anything”
As well as many others, I always say
“No it’s ok, we love to talk about Leo, he was our
miracle baby”.

We want to break the taboo around child loss, open up
the conversation as 1 in 4 pregnancies ends in loss.
Yet people suffer in silence and struggle to talk about
it.
We decided that by doing RAK4LEO we could create
a wave of happiness and love as well as opening
peoples eyes to just how often something as tragic as
child loss happens. In his short 8 days on this earth,
Leo only knew love; how lucky was he? What better
legacy is there than a legacy of love to have?
So we asked everyone we knew, in real life and on
social media to do one kind thing for someone else.
It didn’t need to cost a lot of money, something big or
small to make someone’s day better. To leave a note
with #RAK4LEO and to ask that person to pass on a
kind gesture to someone else.
Some of the things people did were amazing, a venue
and wedding planner gifted a couple £250 to put
behind the bar at their wedding, a hairdressers just
gave away a number of free blowdries. A local mum
left little care packages in baby change facilities to help
anyone who was caught short without essential items.
People baked for colleagues, for strangers and gave
items to people less fortunate than them. Some of the
best feedback we got was that it just made people be
more considerate of others and to just be kinder.
You can get involved and do a random act of kindness
too, even buying a coffee for someone behind you in
a queue or leaving motivational notes somewhere to
make people smile.
We found that by doing RAK4LEO, it helped us focus on
something other than that he passed away. It helped
us talk to people without them feeling awkward and
we’ve had countless messages from people telling us
it helped them to come forward and open up around
their own stories.

Each year we will continue to ask people to perform
random acts of kindness in not only Leo’s name but
just to raise awareness of loss and to make us aware
how important it is to be nicer to people. You never
know what someone else is going through. That
woman who shouted at you in the supermarket for
being too slow, may be driving to say goodbye to her
dad. That woman who tutted that your child was crying
in the shopping queue, may have just been told her
baby doesn’t have a heartbeat. You never know, you
should never assume so in a world where you can be
anything, be kind.
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Our Leo was surrounded by love and knew only love,
we can’t create that for everyone but if we can put a
smile on someone’s face where there otherwise was
a frown then we’ve made a difference.

For more on Lauren’s story, you can follow her on
instagram: @the_honest_mum_
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Do you have a funny story,
quote or joke you’d like to see
featured? If so, email it to us at:
theclumsyexplorer@gmail.com

AMAZON BOOK REVIEW

Top 3
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Book Club

1. Things I Want My Daughters To Know by Elizabeth Noble
Chosen by the Editor as it felt such a poignant book to share
It’s time for Barbara to say a final farewell to her four daughters.
But how can she find the words? Barbara’s answer is to write each
daughter a letter, finally expressing the hopes, fears, dreams and
secrets she couldn’t always say.
2. Hinch Yourself Happy by Mrs Hinch
Cleaning - aka hinching - doesn’t have to be that job you dread,
not when Mrs Hinch is here to show you her sparkly ways. Hinch
Yourself Happy shows you how to create not only a cleaner house,
but a calmer you.
3. The Supermum Myth by Anna Hayes and Dr Rachel Andrew
Chosen by @mindfulmummies as their April book club choice
The authors give you in-the-moment solutions to common parenting
flashpoints, as well as enabling you to create robust, positive and
flexible ways to approach parenting decisions in the future.

As mums, we’ve all had that feeling of “not being good enough”, not
measuring up to expectations of how we should be doing – where parenting
is concerned this is a really unhelpful trap to fall into, and doesn’t help
you or your children. It can lead to feelings of anxiety, guilt and failure.
Especially if you’re attaining to be an unrealistic figure: Supermum.
What if you were able to dwell on the good stuff rather than the bad? To
have confidence in your decisions, trust your gut, and let go of your skewed
vision of ‘perfect parenting’? The key is to find a way to navigate through
any unhelpful thought patterns, to find a more positive, healthier outlook.
This is a book for those seeking to find that shift in perception: to turn
around your negative mindset, to view your own achievements in a
different light, to be kinder to yourself. It uses CBT, mindfulness and other
established therapies to help you to rebuild your confidence in your own
parenting style and drown out the niggling competitive doubts. The sooner
you do this, the sooner you can enjoy parenting your kids, and they will
thank you for it. Embracing the imperfect, being good enough.
With easy-to-follow activities combining a blend of other psychological
strategies, the book walks you through exactly how to unpick your bad
thinking habits.

another mum feel less alone. I shared about the
impact it had had on my marriage, relationships
with those around me, and how I felt it had
affected my relationship with Isabella.
I began to realise that honest motherhood
stories were so rarely shared, and that I needed
to use the platform I had created to share those
stories, empower mums and to help mums feel
less alone. I spent the rest of my maternity leave
building my business around nap time, visitors
and return to work days. Isabella and Us. is
now just over two years old and it has been
quite a journey, especially personally and the
development in myself through what I am doing
has just been incredible.

ISABELLA & US.

EMMA COTTAM | FOUNDER OF ISABELLA & US., EDITOR OF THE
POSITIVE WELLBEING ZINE FOR MUMS

Emma is passionate about helping to raise awareness of maternal mental health through
the #winningasamummy campaign, the Positive Wellbeing Zine for Mums and the Positive
Wellbeing Podcast for Mums. Through Isabella & Us. Emma helps to promote positive
wellbeing in mums, celebrating our mum wins and making time for ourselves.
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In December 2017 our lives were turned upside
down. The birth of our daughter Isabella left me
struggling with my identity, in a dark depression
and feeling incredibly alone, guilty and living in
fear. My start into motherhood was a struggle
and five months later I was diagnosed with postnatal depression. At this point (May’18), I was
barely leaving the house unless I had to. I was
living mostly internally with my own negative and
destructive thoughts and struggling to bond with
my baby. I wasn’t looking after myself, eating
well or drinking enough water and it felt like my
life as I had known it before Isabella, had been
destroyed. I was slowly falling apart, as were the
relationships with those around me and I had
completely lost sight of who I was as a person.
Before giving birth, I was a full time teacher at
a local College, looking after two Photography
courses, over 70 students and running my own
business alongside. I’d spent the 2 years prior to
falling pregnant unwell and in and out of hospital
undergoing tests. Our lives had been busy,
stressful and in all honesty, I never really rested.
I liked to be busy, I liked to have something to
do but this continuation of going at full speed
would have a detrimental effect on myself and
my life.

Then Isabella arrived and I continued to take life
at full pelt, and barely rested in the days after her
birth. Instead, just hours after returning home I’d
cleaned the house, unpacked the hospital bag,
put a wash on, washed my hair and had a full
face of makeup ready for visitors. I should have
been in bed resting and spending time with
our newborn. Throughout much of the first few
months of her life I continued this way, always
having something to do to keep myself busy.
Four weeks after Isabella arrived, I decided to
close down the business I had run for two years
previous. My heart wasn’t in it anymore and I had
new ideas I wanted to try out. So on 13th January
2018, Isabella and Us. was born. I spent hours
working on my laptop sat in bed with a sleeping
baby, ploughing all of the energy and creativity I
could into building a new business and although
I was going through my own troubles and my
mental health was at such a low point, the
business kept me going.
Through Isabella and Us, I shared my story as
openly and as honestly as I could. I shared my
journey with PND, sharing the low points, the
progression I made with recovery, triggers and
hoped that through my darkness, it may help

In September 2018 I launched the Positive
Wellbeing Zine for Mums, a quarterly magazine
sharing honest stories, all about mums for mums
(no weaning chat or how to get your baby to
sleep chat) - just stuff that mattered to mums
focusing on motherhood, wellbeing and self
care. The magazine was a huge turning point for
me because it allowed me to bring everything
I wanted to share together into one beautiful
publication and not only use my creative skills,
but learn new ones too. It also meant I needed
to get better at balancing my work/life especially
as I was returning to my job part time in October
and then full time from January 2019.
Returning to work was hard, but equally the
best thing I ever could have done. Someone
recently asked me why I would have a child if I

wanted to work full time and I think that every parent
is entitled to do what is best for their family unit.
For us, working full time was the only option for us
financially, but it also helps my mental health having a
routine, ensuring I leave the house and that I engage
with ‘real-life’ people. It also fuels my creativity as I
am surrounded everyday with other creative people.
I also know it’s the best thing for Isabella. She loves
spending time with her childminder and a wide agerange of other children. She spends the afternoons
with her grandparents. It works for us, but it has taken
some work to get to this point, and for us as a family
to find our ‘balance’.
When I first went back to work in October, I found the
transition back into the work place really hard. After
4 weeks, I had to self-refer back for my second round
of counselling. These sessions, were the best thing I
ever could have done. Don’t get me wrong, dredging
up the demons from the first time round wasn’t easy
but I also got to a point of being able to work out the
majority of my triggers, be able to get to a place that
I can self-manage my mental health most days and
most of all, I have a better and stronger relationship
with my husband and our daughter.
However, in September 2019 I nearly hit burnout. I’d
gone back to work after the College Summer break,
having moved house over the summer, along with not
resting enough. The weekend before, I’d launched a
Podcast and a new edition of the magazine. I was
running at full pelt again trying to do my full time
job and my mental and physical health took a huge
beating. I was nearly at the point of breaking. The
balance wasn’t right and it wasn’t working.
I realised I had to slow down, I couldn’t work at the

The biggest thing I’ve learnt since returning
to work, juggling parenthood and running my
own business is that it’s okay to slow the pace.
It’s okay to say no or not now, it’s okay to ask
for help, it’s okay to take a little longer to do
things. In fact ,these things are a huge part of
self care and looking after your health. I’m a
huge advocate for self care and how it doesn’t
need to cost anything. It isn’t about spa days
or getting your hair done (though these things
are nice), it’s about sitting for 5 minutes in
peace, taking a walk in the fresh air, drinking
enough water and getting good quality sleep.

health needs aren’t being compromised. Self care
is a huge part of putting my needs first, but it isn’t
selfish, in fact I believe it is one if the most selfless
things you can do. After all how can you look after
everyone else if you aren’t well yourself?
This practice of self care is one of the reasons why
I set an automated reply at the start of December
saying that it would take me a little longer to reply,
and it’s exactly the same reason as why I’ve set one
for returning to work in January. In fact I may even
leave it on all year, that way there’s no pressure from
anyone else for me to reply and I can do it at my own
pace. It’s also one of the reasons why I will slow down
next September and only focus on what is absolutely
important to make my business run.
The juggle of everything we do as a mum, as a woman
and as a human being, is always going to be hard
and sometimes the scales don’t quite balance how
we would like. But I think it’s important to remember
that that’s okay, it doesn’t mean it won’t feel a little
easier the next day, even if the day after that is hard
again too.

I’ve made it a priority in whatever I do now
that my needs, both my mental and physical For more information: isabellaandus.com

Beauty By Sarah
Sarah is a mum of two with 12 years experience as a Beauty Therapist in salons,
spas and clinics.
She started her own business six years ago and since having her second baby
a little over a year ago, she has been specialising in self-care for mums. Sarah’s
child friendly environment means you can indulge in a little self-care knowing
your little ones will be able to come with you and be happy too.
Her availability is Monday-Friday from her Guildford location and she can travel
within 10 miles of Guildford on a Saturday/Sunday.
Contact Sarah via her Instagram page: @beauty_by_sarah_2013
Get 20% off your first treatment when you quote “thesurreymumma”
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same rate as other small businesses and other
people, and what was more important than
anything else was my health. Over the past few
months I have worked really hard to ensure I
don’t hit this point again and given myself
small chunks of work to do on Isabella and
Us. so I can continue to manage everything
effectively, whilst still working full time and
being the best mum I can be.

hand.
Buying pre-loved items has never been so socially
accepted and celebrated, and is fast becoming the
norm over buying new. And it’s not just a trend!
Preloved fashion is predicted to be worth more than
fast fashion by 2028!
To buy preloved, someone needs to be selling
preloved. There are plenty of selling sites online,
but they involve time to list and sell, and your trust
in buying quality items. A third party business can
facilitate this for you! ‘Your Preloved Stories’ is a new
small business bringing buyers and sellers together
so that luxury pre-loved fashion and accessories
can be re-loved.
@yourpreloved_stories launched in the summer of
2019 by two mums, Lizzie & Gemma, living in Surrey
with a passion for slow, sustainable fashion. Through
social media platforms and pop-up shopping events,
Your Preloved Stories turn pre-loved designer and
premium brands into re-loved items.
They love that sustainability is such a huge focus for
the fashion industry now, and the consideration that
brands and consumers are making to change the
way we shop is really starting to become evident.

At Your Preloved Stories they’re passionate about
supporting this more sustainable ethos for fashion
and launched their business to sell the items you
may not wear again, but someone else would
cherish. Focussing on designer and premium
high street labels, they aim to make these luxury
brands more attainable to everyone through great
prices and quality product.
So, before you head online or to the high street,
have a browse on @yourpreloved_stories on
Instagram or Facebook and be inspired to try
something new while supporting slow fashion.
How to define sustainable fashion:
•

•

•

Slow fashion is clothing and accessories that
are thoughtfully made, high quality, and meant
to be used for a long time. Preloved also falls
in to this category.
Eco fashion is all about whether or not toxic
chemicals are used in the manufacturing
process, and whether it can be recycled at the
end of its life.
Ethical fashion is whether the people who made
it were paid well and work in safe conditions.

Top tips from Your Preloved Stories
1. Buy nothing new. Whether it’s for a month, a season or a year, don’t buy any new clothes. Wear what
you’ve already got or shop preloved. Great for the environment and your bank balance!
2. Shop your wardrobe. Then donate or sell what you’re longer going to wear.
3. Only buy clothes you will wear at least 30 times. Make sure you’re investing in pieces you will wear

GEMMA & LIZZIE

@yourpreloved_stories
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Sustainability. The current hot topic in the fashion
world, its impacting brands and consumers on
a significant and important scale. If you’re not
already shopping with consideration of keeping
fashion circular, you soon will be.
Fast Fashion is the epidemic of the 90s and
00s, which many of us willingly yet unwittingly
embraced. The excitement of discovering the
latest on-trend item at a fraction of designer
prices was addictive, wearing it once then
shopping for the next must-have garment. But
none of us considered the wider impact of our
shopping habits, least of all the retailers whose
profits soared.

But now, as we step in to 2020, we have all
become a little wiser to the environmental issues
and how we have played a part in them. Fashion
contributes to a vast amount of global pollutants.
Carbon emission, manufacturing pollution, water
wastage, and landfill facts are at the forefront
of media coverage, and with this comes a huge
overhaul of the fashion industry led by the
consumer demanding sustainable clothes. Many
retailers are now working quickly to change how
garments are made whilst ensuring fair trade,
and offering recycling services and discounts
to keep the circle turning. This is great, but in
the meantime we’ve all started to look at other
sustainable options – primarily buying second

to ensure you’ll commit to 30 wears out of each item.
4. Create a capsule wardrobe. By focussing on your personal style and less on trends you can bring
together a wardrobe that works for you and will last longer than even 30 wears! Personal stylists
are more accessible than you might think. Check out two of our fave Surrey stylists on insta - @_
ninavictoria_ and @beaubaileyrose.
5. Stop impulse shopping. Resist buying that last minute outfit! Wear a repeat look, borrow from a friend
or hire amazing pieces. No one will notice it’s not new!
Gemma is a busy full-time mum to three young children with an absolute love for fashion and interior styling. Prior
to having children she worked as a Marketing & Events Manager within the luxury sector.
Lizzie has worked in Fashion PR and then Retail Visual Merchandising for 18 years, and spent most of her career
with High Street fashion brands (now repenting for her unwitting contribution to fast fashion!!). She’s also mum
to 2 young daughters and balances working full time with family life.
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YOUR PRELOVED STORIES

time and again. Whether it’s buying preloved (preferably!) or buying new, consider every purchase

Malteser bunny brownies with Nutella swirl
@THISMOTHERBAKES

Midwife devised Antenatal Classes in Byfleet, Woking
and Weybridge

INGREDIENTS

" MUMMA IS ME " Baby classes

www.mummasandbeans.co.uk/byfleet-and-woking
5wk Mummas Complete Couples
Course

200G UNSALTED BUTTER
100G CHOCOLATE

8hr Hypnobirthing

4 MEDIUM EGGS

4hr Essential Birth Prep

275G CASTER SUGAR

2hr Practical Newborn Baby Care

100G FLOUR

6wk Mums Only "Mummas Ultimate
Birthing" Class

25G CACAO POWDER
200G CHOCOLATE CHUNKS

Mummas Complete Couples - 5 week course
Ultimate Birthing Mums only - 6 week course
Essential Birth Prep - 4 hour Workshop
Practical Newborn Care - 2 hour Workshop

200G MALTESERS
DOLLOP OF NUTELLA
4 BAGS MINI MALTESER BUNNIES

Mummas Newborn

Baby Massage

Sensory Baby Yoga

Sensory Mummas

Non-judgemental antenatal
classes devised by midwives
and enjoyed by thousands of
parents across the UK.

l

www.mummasandbeans.co.uk/byfleet-and-woking
www.mummasandbeans.co.uk/totnes

eleanor@mummasandbeans.co.uk

1. Melt 200g unsalted butter/stork. Once melted, add 200g
chocolate. I used Cadburys & Belgian Dark chocolate
2. Prepare your 9x9 brownie tin, grease and line it. Leave to the side
and preheat over to 160C (fan oven)
3. Whisk 4 medium eggs and 275g caster sugar until it has doubled
in size. This takes roughly 3 minutes, giving the mix plenty of air
(this is crucial!)
4. Add the cooled chocolatey/butter mixture and whisk until
combined
5. Fold in 100g GF flour and 25g cacao powder to the mix until just
combined (careful not to overmix and lose the air you’ve obtained)
6. Add 200g Cadburys chocolate chunks, 100g malteser bunnies
(broken into bits) and a good dollop of Nutella!
7. Pop in the oven for 30-35 mins (may need up to 45 mins). You’ll
know when ready as the brownie no longer jiggles and a skewer
will come out dry
8. Once cooled, melt 100g of maltesers and drizzle over the brownie.
Then pop the malteser bunnies on the top.
9. Pop in the fridge for 2 hours/overnight. This will make it easier to
cut and serve. Enjoy!
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RECIPE

CAN YOU HELP?

For over 60 years, Sue Ryder has been there when
it matters the most. But right now, the coronavirus
crisis is having a devastating impact on their funding
and they urgently need our help.

Sue Ryder staff are always there for local people who are dying. They provide
incredible emotional support as well as specialist medical care to people who
are finding themselves in unimaginably difficult circumstances. I am asking
you to give whatever you can afford at this difficult time. Every pound you give
could make the difference to whether they can be there or not. It is that simple.

To donate - Click here
Sue Ryder is a charity registered in England and Wales (1052076) and Scotland (SC039578). Ref No. 06660 ©Sue Ryder. October 2018
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This incredible organisation were caring for my Mum
In Loving Memory Of just last month as she was losing her battle with
terminal metastatic cancer. We were only there for a
Joanne Scott
few days but during that time, they treated us all like
20 May 1966 - 4 March 2020
family - making sure Mum was comfortable, looking
after us, making sure we’d all eaten and had a drink - they went above and
beyond to make sure that the last few days of Mum’s life were dignified and as
special for all of us as they could make them.
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